This paper solves a problem that was stated by M. A. Harrison in 1973 [1]. This problem, that has remained open since then is concerned with counting equivalence classes of n × r binary matrices under row and column permutations. Let I and O denote two sets of vertices, where I ∩ O = Φ, |I| = n, |O| = r, and B u (n, r) denote the set of unlabeled graphs whose edges connect vertices in I and O. Harrison established that the number of equivalence classes of n × r binary matrices is equal to the number of unlabeled graphs in B u (n, r). He also computed the number of such matrices (hence such graphs) for small values of n and r without providing an asymptotic formula |B u (n, r)|. Here, such an asymptotic formula is provided by proving the following two-sided equality using Polya's Counting Theorem.
Introduction
The counting problem that is considered in this paper has been investigated in connection with the enumeration of unlabeled bipartite graphs and binary matrices [1] . Let (I, O, E) denote a graph with two disjoint sets of vertices, I, called left vertices and a set of vertices, O, called right vertices, where each edge in E connects a left vertex with a right vertex. We let n = |I|, r = |O|, and refer to such a graph as an (n, r)-bipartite graph. Let G 1 = (I, O, E 1 ) and G 2 = (I, O, E 2 ) be two (n, r)-bipartite graphs, and α : I → I and β : O → O be both bijections. The pair (α, β) is an isomorphism between G 1 and G 2 provided that ((α(v 1 ), β(v 2 )) ∈ E 2 if and only if (v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ E 1 , ∀v 1 ∈ I, ∀v 2 ∈ O. It is easy to establish that this mapping induces an equivalence relation, and partitions the set of 2 nr (n, r)-bipartite graphs into equivalence classes. This equivalence relation captures the fact that the vertices in I and O are unlabeled, and so each class of (n, r)-bipartite graphs can be represented by any one of the graphs in that class without identifying the vertices in I and O. Let B u (n, r) denote any set of (n, r)-bipartite graphs that contains exactly one such graph from each of the equivalence classes of (n, r)-bipartite graphs induced by the isomorphism we defined. It is easy to see that determining |B u (n, r)| amounts to an enumeration of non-isomorphic (n, r)-bipartite graphs that will henceforth be referred to as unlabeled (n, r)-bipartite graphs.
In [1] , Harrison used Pólya's counting theorem to obtain an expression to compute the number of non-equivalent n × r binary matrices. This expression contains a nested sum, in which one sum is carried over all partitions of n while the other is carried over all partitions of r, where the argument of the nested sum involves factorial, exponentiation and greatest common divisor (gcd) computations. He further established that this formula also enumerates the number of unlabeled (n, r)-bipartite graphs, i.e., |B u (n, r)|. A number of results indirectly related to Harrison's work and our result appeared in the literature [2, 3, 4] . In particular, the set B u (n, r) in our work coincides with the set of bicolored graphs described in Section 2 in [2] . Whereas [2] provides a counting polynomial for the number of bicolored graphs, we focus on the asymptotic behavior of |B u (n, r)| in this paper. Counting polynomials for other families of bipartite graphs were also reported in [3] . Likewise, [4] provides generating functions for related bipartite graph counting problems without an asymptotic analysis as provided in this paper. It should also be mentioned that some results on asymptotic enumeration of certain families of bipartite graphs (binary matrices) have been reported (see for example, [5, 6, 7, 8] ). To the best of our knowledge, our work provides the first asymptotic enumeration of unlabelled bipartite graphs.
Let S n denote the symmetric group of permutations of degree n acting on set N = {1, 2, · · · , n}. Suppose that the n! permutations in S n are indexed by 1, 2, · · · , n! in some arbitrary, but fixed manner. The cycle index polynomial of S n is defined as follows( [9] ,see p.35, Eqn. 2.2.1):
where p m,k denotes the number of cycles of length k in the disjoint cycle representation of the m th permutation in S n , and
Let S n ×S r denote the direct product of symmetric groups S n and S r acting on N = {1, 2, · · · , n} and R = {1, 2, · · · , r}, respectively, where n and r are positive integers such that n < r. It can be inferred from Harrison ( [10] ,Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2) that the cycle index polynomial of S n × S r is given by [10] 
where is a particular polynomial multiplication that distributes over ordinary addition, and in which the multiplication X m X t of two product terms 1 
in Z Sn and Z Sr , respectively, is defined as 2
Harrison further proved that [1] :
when 3 n = r. We need one more fact that can be found in Harary ([9] , p.36) in order to compute the stated lower and upper bound in (1):
where Z S 0 () = 1.
2 The Lower Bound for |B u (n, r)|
From (3) and (5) we know that
and it is associated with the identity permutation in S n . Using this fact, we find
This proves
and
Subtracting the second equation from the first one gives
(25) Expanding the last equation inductively, we obtain
Noting that Z S 0 () = 1, and combining the product terms together, we obtain
Combining Proposition 1 with (20) proves the lower bound:
3 An Upper Bound for |B u (n, r)|
We first note that |B u (1, r)| = r + 1 =
Hence the upper bound that is claimed in the abstract holds for n = 1. Proving that it also holds for n ≥ 2 requires a more careful analysis of the terms in
We first express
where
The first term is associated with the identity permutation and the second term is associated with any one of the permutations in which all but two of the elements in N = 1, 2, · · · , n are fixed to themselves. The remaining
terms represent all the other product terms in the cycle index polynomial of S n with no particular association with the permutations in S n . Similarly, we set Z Sr (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x r ) = 1 r! r! t=1 r j=1 x q t,j j without identifying the actual product terms with any particular permutation in S r . The following equations obviously hold as the sum of the lengths of all the cycles in any cycle disjoint representation of a permutation in S n and S r must be n and r, respectively.
Now we can proceed with the computation of the upper bound for |B u (n, r)|. First, we note that
The first term in (40) is directly computed from Proposition 1. Thus, it suffices to upper bound each of the remaining terms in (40) to upper bound |B u (n, r)|. This will be established by proving
We first need some preliminary facts.
(48) Proof. By definition, p 2,1 = n − 2, p 2,2 = 1, p 2,k = 0, 3 ≤ k ≤ n. Substituting these into the last equation in Lemma 1 proves the statement.
Proof. Recall from (35) that
, and so the maximum value of n k=1 p i,k occurs when n k=1 (k − 1)p i,k is minimized. Furthermore, at least one of p i,k , ∀i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n! must be ≥ 1 for some k ≥ 2 since none of the permutations we consider is the identity. Thus, n k=1 (k − 1)p i,k ≥ 1 and the statement follows. Lemma 3. If n k=1 p i,k gcd(k, α + 1) = n, then n k=1 p i,k gcd(k, α) ≤ n − 1, ∀i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n! and for any integer α ≥ 2.
Proof. If n k=1 p i,k gcd(k, α + 1) = n as stated in the lemma, then we must have gcd(k, α + 1) = k where p i,k ≥ 1, ∀i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n!. Therefore k ≤ α + 1. Now if k = α + 1, then trivially gcd(k, α) < k. On the other hand if k < α+1, then α+1 must be a multiple of k. Therefore, α can not be a multiple of k for any k ≥ 2. At this point we find that gcd(k, α) < k, ∀k, 2 ≤ k ≤ n. Since as in the previous lemma, none of the permutations we consider is the identity, at least one of p i,k , ∀i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n! must be ≥ 1 for some k ≥ 2 and so we conclude that
Proof. Using (6), we get
where β 1 = 1, β 2 = 0 if r is even and β 1 = 0, β 2 = 1 if r is odd. Similarly, for r − 1,
.). (51)
Subtracting 51 from 50 gives
We now prove the lemma by induction on r. Basis r = 1. By (6),
Step. Suppose that the lemma holds from 1 to r − 1. That is, Z S r−i − Z S r−i−1 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1. Now if r is even then the difference of the two sums in (54) becomes (
, which is clearly ≥ 0 by the induction hypothesis. Therefore,
On the other hand, if r is odd then the difference of the two sums in the same equation becomes (
, which is again ≥ 0, and the statement follows in this case as well.
We now are ready to prove that
. . , x r )](2, 2, . . . , 2) (57) ∀i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n! and ∀n, n < r. Proof. Using Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 it suffices to show that
We prove the statement by induction on r.
Basis: (r = 1). By (6), Z S 1 (2 n−1 ) = 2 n−1 Z S 0 () = 2 n−1 . Similarly, by (6),
Induction
Step: First, by (6),
where β = n if r is even and β = n − 1 if r is odd. Similarly,
Thus, it suffices to show that the right hand side of the above equation is ≥ 0, or Now by induction hypothesis, (58) holds for 1, 2, · · · , r − 1. Thus, (62) can be replaced by
Moreover, invoking Lemma 2 gives
Hence the difference in the first line in (63) ≥ 0, and therefore it is sufficient to show that
To prove this inequality, we will combine four terms in pairs of consecutive lines for the remaining r − 1 lines by considering two cases. If r is odd then β = n − 1 and no extra line remains in this pairing. Thus, for all even α, 2 ≤ α ≤ r − 1, it suffices to prove
for n = 2 and r = 3. Case r = 4. In this case we have
Now, given that r = 4, the only possible values of n are 2 and 3. If n = 2 then:
[Z Sn [2] Z S 4 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 )] (2, 2, . . . , 2) = 1 4!n! 2 4n−4 + 6 × 2 3n−2 + 5 × 2 2n + 6 × 2 n , 
On the other hand, if n = 3 then:
Induction
Step: Suppose that (73) holds for all values from 3 to r − 1. Using the recurrence given in (78) and the induction hypothesis for r − 1 and r − 2 we get:
Remark 1. It should be mentioned that, if r < n, using the relation |B u (n, r)| = |B u (r, n)| gives |B u (n, r)| ≤ 2 n+2 r −1 n r! .
Likewise, if r < n, Theorem 1 and |B u (n, r)| = |B u (r, n)| together imply |B u (n, r)| ≥ n+2 r −1 n r! .
Furthermore, if r = n, using the cycle index representation of bi-colored graphs provided in Section 3 in [2] and Theorem 1 gives
The Z term in the cycle index representation of bi-colored graphs in [2] prevents us from deriving an upper bound for |B u (n, n)| that is a constant multiple of the lower bound in this case. On the other hand, an obvious upper bound for |B u (n, n)| can be derived by setting r = n + 1 in the inequality in Theorem 4. Appendix: Table 1 lists ln |B u (n, r)| along with the natural logarithms of lower and upper bounds for 1 ≤ n < r ≤ 15.
